
RE FRIGERATING MACHINE~;Y. 

Since the advent of refrigerating machinery on ship
board , ma,rine engineers have been brought intimately in 
contact with the quest ion of safe carriage and keeping of 
perishable goods , and by so doing have had to learn much 
by experience. There is, to-d&,y , no more carefully guard
ed consignor than the shipper of refrigerated produce. 
Lloyd's have safeguarded him far more against the break
down of refrigerating plant than is the case in almost any 
other kind of risk ; for while a stoppage for 24 hours of 1:.he 
propelling m &.chinery of a ship would not necessarily be 
a serious matter, a similar stoppage of the refrigerating' 
machinery would be fatal to a refrigerated cargo. The 
list of spare gear to be carried for refrigerating machinery 
is mos.t complete, including pf:uI'es of every description , 
even down to a complete brine pump, pipes, tools, and 
duplicate fittings, etc. 

It is an interesting sight to see the neat, hard frozen 
sheep and lambs, the solid heavy quarters, and round bodied 
pigs, all in clean white coverings, being shipped away in 
clean lime-wa.shed holds, all packed and stowed in such a 
way that hardly any room is lost. The hatches are put on 
tight and the only indication of what is happening in the 
hold for weeks is furnished by the daily thermometer read
ings. As long as low enough temperatures are cr..rried, 
there is no fear of damage to this class of cargo, it will turn 
out just as clean and sweet as the day it was put in. Of 
late years further advancement has been made, and the engi
neer has now in his care huge. cargoes of fruit, and for this 
class of cargo much care and thought has to be expended 
if it is to be landed in as good order and condition as the 
bill of lading st&tes that it was received. Only a narrow 
margin in temperature is allowed, no higher than, say, 35 0 

Fah., and no lower than 33 0 Fah . If the fruit is newly 
gathered the C.0 2 g&..s given off it is apt to intedere with 
the air circulation, and sometimes mech&..nical m eans have 
to be employed to remedy this. The writer heard recently 
of a vessel, fitted with compre sed air machinery , which had 
an apple cargo, and there was much trouble in keeping the 
correct temperature, and only by opening the doors and 
ch&nging the air in the chambers occasionally, could the
t emperatures be lowered to the desired figure . The ma-
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clline haa been built to handle ordinary air, and when it was 
supplied with 0.0'2 gas it gave trouble. Again, beef cargo 
is not always frozen. Shipments a,re now being m ade of 
chilled .me&.t kept just above freezing point, the m argin of 
tempen:tures between maximum and minimum being very 
smaU indeed, and dem anding constant vigilance on the part 
of the engineers. 

The ship's provision chamber gives much room for 
thought . Engineers get to appreciate the proper degree of 
temperature required for a ba.sket of eggs , a bag of cab
bage, a box of fish or a haunch of m utton, and in most ves
sels, nowadays, t hey are just as good connoisseurs with re
gard to SUCll articles as is the chief stew&.rd, and the writer 
feels sure that cold stores on shore can seldom, if ever , show 
the heterogeneous collection of commodities seen in a ship 's 
cold room. A glance down a bill of faxe shows this. 

I ce is made on shipboard nowadays, and engineers have 
had to learn how to m&Jre this article as clean and pure as 
possible. The great thing that ice-making emphasises is 
the latent heat of water. J ust as thee huge amount of heat 
liberated in the main engine condenser, in which the steam 
is converted from a gaseo'us st&.te into a liquid, shows the 
latent heat of steam; so ice-making shows the latent heat 
extracted in turning the liquid water into solid state, as ice. 
It is here that the difference between the ton of refrigera
tion and the ton of ice m&de is to be observed . 

The capacity of refrigerating machinery is always stated 
in "tons refrigeration," that is, the latent heat of water, 
viz., 142 x 2240 = 318080 British Thermal Units per 24 
hours, the amount of heat liberated by &I ton of ice melt
ing. To make a ton of ice, however, demands many more 
B,T.U 's. · To calculate how much, assume that it is re
quired to make a ton of ice from water at 70° to ice at 16°-

70°-32° = 38 x 2240 85120 
142 x 2240 318080 

2240 x 16 x .5 17920 

421120 B.T.U. 

Without reckoning other losses, it is generally t&.ken that 
the ice-makmg capacity of a machine is just one-half the 
r efrigeration capacity. 
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The fuel consumpt ion of auxiliary m&.chinery is, in mod
ern vessels, responsible for the m ethod of driving al l from 
a central generator by m eans of electricity , and in t he newer 
vessels of the Cun ard fleet electricity is used for· driving 
the ammonia compressors . Bearing in mind th&.t there 
is very lit t le room for improvement in the actual m ech'ani
cal appliances used for compressing ammonia and C.0 2 , it 
seem s more probable that any improvem ent will be in t he 
direction of economy in motive power . Of course la.rge 
install &.t ions are often driven by triple expansion condens
ing engines , and compound engines are common enough, 
but the small size refrigerator still has, as a rule, a simple 
steam cylinder. Brine pumps are almost invariably of 
the direct acting type, whereas. if these pumps were made 
of the direct coupled centrifug&.l type, and the compressor, 
probably gear driven by motor or economical steam engine, 
running costs would be considerably less. 

Specialising is rife amongst engineers-some are me
chanical, some are electrical, and so on; and it is now the 
general practice on all large ship-board installations to 
have refrigerating engineers, men who relieve the chief of 
a great deal of anxiety and conduce to more regul&.r work
ing of the plant. Smaller machines are, of course, still 
run by the engineer on watch amongst his other duties. 

All classes of machinery have had certain eras in their 
lives, &.nd it is the same with refrigerating machinery . At 
first engineers were satisfied to merely obtain a freezing 
effect; then they came to the stage when different pioneers 
of the industry had put forth various types and embodied the 
results from these in further experimental trials, fr9"m which 
there finally emerged almost a standardised machine, built 
along very similar lines by different makers. Now, engi
neers are expected to understand the refrigerator, just 
as they are the steam engine . 

Specialists there must always be; no one man can ex 
pect to become an expert in electricity, steam, refrigera
tion, etc ., and in all the various machines on ship-boa.rd, 
but if ordinary working principles are understood, the'l 
very little is to be feared, as common sense and experience 
will do the rest . 
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The specialist can design, erect, &nd start the plant to 
wo-rk, then he has to pass the results Oof his effOorts on tOo 
the m arine engineer tOo Oopera.te regula,rly. It is then that 
the owner, the man who pays for the machine, finds out 
whether the specialist has faithfully ca,rried out his pari of 
the contract. 
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DI SCUSSION. 

Mr . Norman Selfe, on being asked to open the 
discussion, said he spoke with some hesitation, as it 
was occasionally hint ed that he was get t ing out of 
da,te. It was cer tainly t rue that it was over 50 years 
since he first designed Ice Machinery, as the pages of the 
" E ngineer" will show. H owever, he had &I good dea.! of 
pleasure in congratulating the author on the very lucid way 
in which he had dealt with the cycle of operations taking 
place in a refrigerating plant . H e thought the paper would 
be specially useful to the younger m embers of the Associa
tion, wbo were not connected with t h&.t depaJ'tment of en
gineering dealt with, as well as to students who desired to 
acquire some knowledge of practical refrigeration without 
going into thermo-dyn&mic theories , for which their text
books were available. The author seemed to have a very 
happy way of making his me&.ning clear, 0 fa.r as he went, 
but there was an omission, he thought--which might be 
re_medied-in uot dealing with the question of the transmis
sion of beat from the brine , or the air of the chamber, to the 
evaporated ammonia; or from the ammonia in the conden
ser to the cooling water. H e thought if the &.uthor am
plified his paper a little in that direction it would much in
crease its value to the average reader. On the whole , the 
aut,por was to be congratulated on l:iaving read a carefully 
prepared and very useful paper , and he had much pleasure 
in moving a hearty vote of thank . 

Mr. J. Shirra remarked that the paper was a good 
practiool one, giving us inform&.tion on rna.uy matters not 
touched on in text-books . We may learn, for instance, 
much from books about the ste&m engine, but unless we 
know something practically about such details as oil -holes 
and lubrication, an engine otherwi e perfect, may soon 
come to grief, and we do not get much informat·ion on such 
matters from ordinary text-books. 

The author ays that pressure &nd temperatures 
always correspond, but this can only be true with dry satu
rated gas . I s the working gas not sometime super
heated? 'l 'bere seem some ambiguity in the use of this 
word " saturated." The author seems to mean "wet" 
~as by it sometime. Thus he S&;ys C.0 2 machines are 
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always worked with "saturated" gas, that is , gas still pos
sessing some degree of latent hea,t. This seems so:neWh!it 
a "derangement of epitaphs." What seems to be meant 
is "wet" gas, 0.1' gas containing liquid C.0 2 , which so far 
from possessing latent heat, has less than none, a negat,ive 
latent heat, or a tendency to absorb sensible he&.t and con 
vert it into latent heat of evaporation, and so to keep down 
the temperature of the ga.s. 

The explanation of critical temperatures and of 1J0w 
C,02 machmes are affected by a high temperature of con
densing water is very much to the point. I n an ice-mak
ing machine on ship-board, that the speaker had ex r eri
ence with some 35 years ago, worked with sulphur di-oxide 
gas, this difficulty wit.h high temperature water was very 
pronounced, liS in tropical water t he. C . O~ would not con
dense at all , and the machine failed when it was most 
wanted. 

On the whole, the points referred to have been very 
clearly stated; and the careful way in which latent heats 
bre st.ated in B.T.U 's. per lb. of gas is commendable. W e 
are often told that the latent heat of steam, for instance, is 
966 degrees, a most unintelligible and confusing way of 
putting it. 

The speaker would like to have it explain ed how the 
presence of C.0 2 ;n' the air of the holds, when carryilIg 
fruit cargoes, affects the working of the machines? 

Mr. W. H. German said that The Colonial Sugar 
R efining Coy. m anufacture C.0 2 at their distillery , and . 
for bottling it in liquid form, had adopted 3-stage compres
sors, the gas being filtered between the first and second 
stage. 

In the summer, when the cooling wa.ter from the har
bour rose to over 70° Fah., the machines became somewhat 
inefficient, as the liquefying pressure then rose to between 
11/1200 lbs., but he thought it would interest members 
to know that an ammonia refrigerator has been used for 
cooling the condensing water, thu making the C. 0 2 com
pres ors more efficient, as it reduced the liCIuefying, or 
bottling pressure to between 6/700 lbs. 
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Mr. A. E. Lea desired to say that the thanks of the 
members of this Association were due to MI'. Sinclair for 
the able m a.nner in which he ha.d put the paper before them. 

H aving had practic&.I experience of the working of C.0 2 

m achines, both at sea and ashore, he would say that the gas 
in this type of machine does not readily liquefy at &I higher 
temperature than 86° Fah. 

With regard to the export of fruit from these States 
it was only du.ring the last five yea.rs that it had been ca.r
ried witn any great success, and it was not only due to tlJ~ 
refriger&.ting, but to the improvement in handling the C.0 2 

that is given off from the fruit. In former years , this gas 
was simply taken from the hold and discharged into the 
atmosphere. This system is now altered and the gas is 
circulated in the chambers by means of fans , and, being 
heavier th&.Il air, it consequently descends to the floor, from 
where it is then drawn by means of a trunk 0.1' duct to the 
fans. He mentioned this matter, as, perhaps, most of the 
members were unaware, that this system is applied in the 
carriage of fruit. 

He thought it would be agreed that Mr. Sinclair h&.d 
given many details of the ammonia system to prove it gene
ral excellence for prac.tica.I use, and yet some of the larg
est steamers are fitted with the old type cold air machines, 
which produce air saturated with moisture . This ajr is 
circulated directly among t the products, often causing 
mould and thereby deteriorating the value of the cargo. 
It is a surprise to him that many owners still use this old 
type of machine, working at greater cost in coal consump
tion than an ammonia machine of the same capacity . 

Mr. Russell Sinclair said that he had much pleas
ure in hearing the. pa,per read, and complimented the 
author on the clear way in which he had brought the mat
ter before them. He wished that the author had put 
more stress on the necessity for those responsible for the 
installation of refrigerating plant on board steamers, l&.y
ing down the conditions more clearly and definitely th an 
they did &.S a rule . In too many cases refrigerating plants 
on board a ship are looked upon as an excrescence, rather 
than as a vital pa.rt of the economy of a teamer; and often 
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the most cramped and hottest corner of a vessel is where 
the freezing m&:Chine is placed , instead of being given full 
consideration for the important work it has to do. Too 
oiten, also, tbe details of the installation were left to be 
carried out in the cheapes manner possible. He would 
also have liked the author to have mentioned in the paper, 
more about the necessity, the vital impor~&.nce, of having 
the thermometer equipment of any refrigerating plant in 
very good order . Just as a doctor relies on the thermo
m eter indicating the condition of &" patient, so must the 
refrigerating engineer depend on the thermometers to give 
him correct information as to how the plant is working , 
and the importance of keeping thermometers in perfect 
working order, and &.lway3 registering correctly, Ci:i,tn"t be 
too strongly emphasised. Many times he had found, when 
called in to advise on a plant, as to the re':l.son of its falling 
off in efficiency, that it was impossible to discover what was 
the matter until the thermometers were put right. all being 
either broken or r~adi?g iC<l'~curately, or placed in such 
positions that it was almost Impossible to see them. Mr. 
Selfe, in speaking, had referred to tbe advantage it would 
be to have some inform&..tion as to the amount of piping in 
insulated chambers, bnt it would be difficTIlt to ia.y down 
any hard ana fast rule as to the transference d heat through 
piping, because what would apply in one case wuuld not 
apply in another , e. g ., if pipes become covered with snow, 
the tr&.Illsference of heat is greatly interfered with , and the 
ratio of transfer alters, but it would be an .advant&ge if the 
author added to his paper a few figures giving the average 
pr~portion which has been found suitable for the piping of 
chambers. 

R eferring to Mr. German's remarks, re the diffi
culty experienced with C.0 2 machines. There seems to 
be no question but that machines using C.0 2 are not suited 
for continuous tropieal running. The critical temperatures 
of C. 0 2 , i .e., the point at which it will liquefy, is about 
870.. Above that temperature no liquefaction could take 
place, and the benefit of the latent heat of v&.porizati<:n 
could not be fully availed of, but the m achine would stlll 
go on doing refrigerating work. because the gas , thou~h not 
becoming liquid, would be in a very dense condition. and 
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the efficiency drops under these conditions to a very low 
'point. 

H e would like to refer to one remark made by Mr . 
Shirra, in questioning the autbors correctness in referr
ing to the benefit of latent heat of saturated gas in the 
compressor . He would like to say that he thought th e 
.author w::.s quite correct in the use of the term " latent 
heat" in this connection, because in a compressor working 
·on the principle of using saturated gas, such as ammonia., 
. the gas is evaporated in the refrigerating coils t such a 
pressure that the temper&.iiure corresponding to that pres
.sure of gas will be such that the heat taken up from the 
surrounding object is not sufficient to completely raise the 
gas to its dew point. The gas, therefore, comes back to 
the compressor not totally vaporized, then after it is sucked 
into the compressor, and during the proce s of compre sion, 
the heat due to the mechanical action of compre sion, 
which would, if the gas were not in a saturated condition, 
cause a· rapid rise in the sensible temperature, becomes 
latent and prevents the increase in temperature. In other 
words, the unvaporized portion of the refrigerant in the 
gas becomes vaporized by the rising temperature i ue to 
<compression, and the latent heat thus ta.1!:en &rlvantage of 
prevents a rise in the sensible temperature. Thus , in this 
way, neither C. Og com pre sors nor ammonia compressors, 
working on the saturated gas system, require to have any 
water jacket round their com pres ors. The proper regu
lation of the flow of gas in these m::..chines is easily gauged 
by the engineer in charge feeling the temperatUl:e of the 
-discharge from tbe compr~ssor by his hand, the average 
condition being tha.t the discharge temperature should not 
be greater than the hand can bea.r. 

fr. J. C. Brand remarked that he de ired to add 
bis quota of praise to tEat of the previous speaker . 

Mr. inclair had treated the important subject of re
frigeration in an exhaustive and practical manner. He 
(the speaker) would like to &.Ilk the author if he could en
lighten them on the ubject of the suitability, or other
wise, of Australian pine in the insulation of the waJls of 
refrigerated chambers. 
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Some time ago, whilst in E ngland, at a discussion be
fore one of the learned institutes, he averred that our local 

oods were suit&Jble, and that in several installations he 
h"ad inspected, the wood showed no sign of decay from 
moisture, after ten yea.rs' use. 

Mr. Sinclair very rightly drew attention to the neces
sity of piping chambers differently according to their dimen
sions, and not from their cubic capa{)ity. This is of e<x
treme importance, especially in hip-boafd installations. 

The author hlis made no mention of the Absorption 
system of ammonia. refrigeration, which is especially in
teresting from an economic point of view. In Liverpool 
and Yarmouth this system has been fitted to utilise the ex
haust steam from the engines of the compressor plants . 
As there are no m oving parts, with the exception of the 
liquor circulating pumps, these plants are economic&..l in 
upkeep , and need little skilled attention. 

I n passing, the author mentioned the difficulty experi
enced in 0 .0 2 machines when the temperature of the sea 
was above normal. T'he speaker remembers one SUCD. in
stallation', of which he was in ch&.rge, which, when pass
ing over the equator with a sea temperature of 84° Fah. 
recorded a pressure of 1350 lbs . per square inch on the pres
sure gauge of the com pres or, with' the accompanying 
troubles with compressor pistons and glands. 

Messrs . Rall ' and oy. now fit condenser of very l&.rge 
surface in their plants, especially for use in . tropical cli
m ates . 

Re would conclude with the expres ion that the paper 
is an extremely v&Juable one, in a community such as 
theirs, where refrigeration bulks so large in their profes
sional life. 

REPLY. 

In replying to the different points r&.i.sed iv the discus
\lion, Mr . Sinclair explained, by means of a. blackboard 
sketch, the principle or the compound compressor, showing 
how a sm aH clearance in the low pressure end was of great 
importance, and how the space between the pistons was in 
connection with the low pre sure side of the plant . He 
st &:ted that the question of saturated a.nd dry gas was a 
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much debated point, and he preferred not to touch on it . 
With regard to the C. 0 2 gas generated from fruit, inter
fering with the efficient working of a plant, he would ex
plain ' that the gas , being heavier than ai r, lay in. masses in 
the lower paris of holds and interfered with the proper cir
cul&.tion of the air, necessitating the fi tting of menhanical 
appliances to stir the air about. · 

With regard to C. Oil machines , he would say that 
their efficiency fell greatly with high temperfvtures of cool
ing water, compared with ammonia machines. Professor 
Siebel gives the following table in his " Compend" :-

Temperature before expansiOJ;l 
valve deg , F . . . 540 63° 72° 

E xcess of ef6.ciency 
of ammonia over 
CO'2 ill ants 17% 23% ' 31% 47% 101% 

In reply to Mr. Brand 's inquiry, he would say that 
refrigerated air h as no effect on timber. It is found tb!&.t 
almost in all cases where double linings are used it is the 
inner lining tha,t shows decay first, and this is brought 

. about by the ab ence of a,ir circulation . I n many 'modern 
buildings, one lining only is now adopted, with paper fi tted 
to se&.! the insulation. 

As tated in the paper, the relation between tempera
ture and pressure of ammonia ga was a constant quantity, 
and as high condensing pressures invariably followed high 
temperature of cooling w&.ter , it was found that in most 
cases exhaust steam did not possess sufficient heat to rai e 
ammonia gas to the necessary temperature and pressure and 
to raise the exhaust pressure to give additional heat destroy
ed all the economy. 


